SAVE THE REEF! CIVIC CROWDFUNDING AND PUBLIC INTEREST ENVIRONMENTAL LITIGATION

EVAN HAMMAN*

This article examines the emerging area of civic crowdfunding, a subset of crowdfunding, as a means of financing public interest environmental litigation. The literature surrounding civic crowdfunding and third party litigation funding is currently underdeveloped. The link between those areas and public interest environmental litigation takes a further step into the unknown. As a case study, the Sea Dumping Case presents exciting opportunities for civil society and access to justice, but further research is needed before any firm conclusions can be drawn.

I INTRODUCTION

Public interest environmental litigation (‘PIEL’) has a valuable role to play in protecting our environment. It can ensure transparency in decision making, encourage law reform and uphold ideals like the rule of law. However, financing for PIEL is a key obstacle faced by many litigants. Traditional fundraising methods often raise a fraction of the funds required, and commercial funders will not finance litigation without the prospects of significant financial return. In this article, I investigate whether ‘civic crowdfunding’, an emerging subset of ‘crowdfunding’, could provide a viable method of funding PIEL.

Part II of this paper introduces the concept of PIEL and explores the difficulties public interest litigants face in raising funds for court. The aim here is to contextualise the role of PIEL in shaping debate around environmental issues as well as highlight some of the main obstacles public interest litigants face. In Part III, I examine whether third party litigation funding, in a commercial sense, is an abuse of process or a means of improving access to justice. I acknowledge at the start of this part that access to justice is by no means a settled phenomenon. The last few decades have seen a transition away from facilitating access to formal court processes towards adopting more ‘user friendly’ alternative dispute resolution processes. That said, in environmental matters, I argue that access to formal institutions like the courts is still a fundamental part of access to justice. Part III examines whether the funding of litigation from a third party might be construed as an abuse of process. I conclude there is no real evidence, scholarly or otherwise, that litigation funding represents an abuse of process. In fact, in Australia there appears to be a ‘strong judicial endorsement’ of litigation funding as a means of accessing justice. Part IV introduces the emerging
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literature surrounding civic crowdfunding and examines a case study (‘the Sea Dumping Case’) where $150,000 was raised to challenge a government decision to allow the dumping of dredged material on the Great Barrier Reef. Finally, Part V concludes by making some observations about the case study and suggests areas for further research including the need to investigate the ‘scalability’ of crowdfunding as a means of financing litigation, and further exploring the tension between public/private support for PIEL. In the end, I conclude that civic crowdfunding appears, at least preliminarily, to provide a highly practical form of public engagement in environmental matters. In the context of PIEL, it might allow the public to test important matters of public interest which might otherwise go undisturbed for want of funds.

II THE NATURE OF PUBLIC INTEREST ENVIRONMENTAL LITIGATION

A Public Interest Environmental Litigation

Since the 1980s, environmental litigation has been recognised to be not merely ‘inter partes’ but to also involve a significant public interest element. Public interest environmental litigation can promote transparency in government decision making and community acceptance of administrative decisions with respect to the environment. It can also help to galvanise public debate around environmental issues as well as encourage law and policy reform.

The Australian Law Reform Commission (‘ALRC’) has described public interest litigation as having one or more of the following criteria: it must clarify a significant right or obligation affecting the community; it must resolve an important question of law; or it must have other characteristics that reflect a ‘test case’ type scenario. The ALRC’s description is not widely accepted and a number of varying definitions have also been put forward. Chris McGrath canvasses the relevant literature and concludes that PIEL is simply ‘[any] litigation by a private individual to protect the environment’.

All arms of government — the legislative, executive and the judiciary — have a responsibility to ensure the conditions for PIEL are met. Most importantly, our laws must provide a proper foundation for PIEL to occur. To a certain extent they already do this. Wide standing provisions are a key feature of many natural resource frameworks (both state and federal), allowing anyone — or at least those who can establish a sufficient interest — to challenge government decisions or
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even prosecute breaches of environmental law. A recent study in Tasmania found that wide standing provisions allowing anyone to challenge decisions or enforce environmental laws can result in better information for decision-makers and increased public confidence and transparency in decision making.

B Funding for PIEL

Wide standing provisions in legislation are only part of what makes up an effective setting for PIEL. As former High Court Judge, John Toohey, famously remarked: ‘there is little point opening the doors to the Court if litigants cannot afford to come in’. For PIEL to be within the reach of ordinary people, our laws and policies must be structured to ensure it is both legally available and cost effective. Those acting in the public interest often struggle to raise the money for experts, barristers, travel and other outlays. Individuals can attempt to raise money themselves, yet such initiatives tend to raise only a fraction of the funds required. Establishing a community group can ameliorate concerns of the individual litigant, but even the biggest non-government organisations (‘NGOs’) need to make difficult decisions about whether litigation is the best way to achieve a desired environmental outcome.

One of the more effective ways of improving access to justice in environmental matters is through specialist public interest legal centres like Environmental Defenders Offices (‘EDOs’). EDOs across Australia have long provided subsidised (often free) legal advice and representation to individuals and groups wanting to use the law to protect the environment. In addition to public interest litigation, EDOs also provide valuable legal advice, legal education and law reform services. Examples of EDOs’ successful PIEL work include acting for a conservationist to stop the illegal killing of threatened flying foxes, representing an environment group to halt illegal whaling activities by a Japanese company, and representing a local residents group opposed to the building of a regional waste facility on agricultural land. There are many more examples of
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EDOs’ important public interest litigation work, including as lawyers in the *Sea Dumping Case* used as a case study in this article.

Recently, there has been a tendency for governments (state and federal) and industry groups to openly criticise the work of EDOs. In December 2013, the federal government withdrew $10 million in funding to EDOs — a move likely to have a severe impact on access to justice for landholders and conservationists, who rely on EDO for advice. During a Senate Estimates Hearing in February 2014, the federal Attorney-General defended the decision:

> It is not as if we are prohibiting EDOs. It is not as if we are doing anything other than saying that, from the limited resources available for the access to justice budget, we are spending our money where it is most needed. EDOs can continue to operate and they can make other arrangements for funding…

The decision to remove funding from EDOs was made before the release of the Productivity Commission’s report into access to justice arrangements in Australia in September 2014. At the time of writing, the Commission was considering recommending the establishment of a public interest litigation fund (‘PILF’) to address the shortfall in funding for PIEL and other types of public interest litigation. It is proposed the PILF would operate to insure ‘meritorious’ litigants against adverse costs awards. Access to the fund would be determined by set criteria evaluated by a ‘panel of qualified legal experts’. The criteria are to be based on those currently used by courts when considering whether a litigant is eligible for a protective costs order.

It is unclear how much of the PILF (if it is established) will be allocated towards PIEL and how stringent the criteria for access will be. It is possible that given the highly technical nature of PIEL, litigants may need to undertake an extra layer of preliminary work in arguing their prospects of success. This could result in a kind of ‘pre-litigation litigation’ requiring additional up-front costs to be spent on experts and specialist legal advice; potentially discouraging litigants and undermining the spirit of the fund. The short time frames typically involved in PIEL could also
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pose a problem. Judicial review and merits appeals usually have 28-day time frames (sometimes shorter) where case prospects need to be analysed and preliminary views of experts consulted. For the same reasons, urgent injunctions or third party enforcement actions are unlikely to seek access from the PILF. In the end, the establishment of a PILF is unlikely to be a panacea for the longer term challenges of funding PIEL. While such an initiative is encouraging, the vast majority of public interest litigants will need to look to civil society and the private sector as a means of accessing justice.

III LITIGATION FUNDING AND ACCESS TO JUSTICE

A Access to Justice in Environmental Matters

The last four decades have seen considerable scholarship and debate regarding access to justice, yet despite this, the concept remains elusive and vague.28 The origins of the Australian movement can be traced to the early 1970s, and to the federal government’s 1975 ‘Commission of Inquiry into Poverty’, the legal component of which was headed by (then) Professor Ronald Sackville (later a Federal Court judge).29 In those early years, the focus was on facilitating better access to the courts for disadvantaged individuals, primarily through legal aid schemes.30 Subsequent developments shifted to addressing matters of ‘organisational poverty’, by providing for representative class actions and widening standing for civil society to pursue litigation.31 More recently, the access to justice movement has been characterised by an increase in the use of alternative despite resolution (‘ADR’) mechanisms, such as tribunals, mediation and arbitration.32 As Justice Sackville recently suggested, some of the most ‘promising pathways’ to justice now exist outside of the court system and, in recognising that, the role for lawyers has decreased dramatically.33

Today, it is generally accepted that access to justice involves a wide range of socio-legal measures including the provision of information, legal education (for example, workshops and guidebooks) and law and policy reform.34 Despite the shift away from litigation, formal institutions like courts still remain a significant aspect of access to justice in environmental matters.35 As Anne Kallies and Lee Godden remark, access to the courts is ‘fundamental to [the] overarching principles of the rule of law and equality before the law’.36 It is also vital for the proper functioning of the separation of powers and matters of judicial review. Moreover, many environmental disputes involve complex and technical ecological issues which necessitate a highly structured forum with strict
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rules for deliberating on evidence. Such disputes often arise in direct response to a government action, such as the approval of a mine in an environmentally sensitive area, a controversial coastal development, or a decision to cull a particular species (like white sharks or flying foxes). These types of public interest cases are unlikely to be resolved through private compensation or contractual obligations negotiated between the parties. Accordingly, ‘softer’ mechanisms like community consultation, the provision of information or even ADR are often inadequate resolution strategies. It is thus that facilitating access to formal institutions like the courts still makes up an important part of what it means to truly ‘access justice’ in environmental matters.

B Third Party Litigation Funding: Access to Justice or an Abuse of Process?

There exists considerable debate about whether third party litigation funding is an abuse of process or a means of improving access to justice. The arguments against litigation funding generally fall into three main categories. First, funders can be ‘selective’ in their case choices and can reject cases which might be ‘meritorious’ but which do not meet investment criteria. Second, the number of funded cases is so few that ‘the impact of litigation funding on access to justice is, at best, modest’. And third, the courts are no place for litigation that is started ‘only because a trader can make a profit from the exercise’.

Given the distinct lack of data on litigation funding arrangements, these arguments are far from convincing. In 2013, David Abrams and Daniel Chen published one of the only empirical studies into litigation funding in Australia. They found that while the total number of funded cases was small, cases that were backed by third party funding received over twice as many citations than those without funding. Due to data limitations, Abrams was tentative about his conclusions but still observed: ‘[the data] indicates that at least this particular third-party funder is funding cases that have greater legal significance than average’. This suggests that the impacts of funded claims are far broader than just the parties to the case.

Arguments that litigation funding increases vexatious litigation are also not persuasive. Almost all jurisdictions have significant powers to strike out vexatious applications and issue adverse costs orders, irrespective of who is funding the litigation. In the context of Australia’s biggest projects
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(mining, coal seam gas, pipelines, ports and rail developments), the Productivity Commission recently found there is no evidence of vexatious litigation and no need to revisit the powers of the courts. Further, there appears to be ‘strong judicial endorsement’ of litigation funding as a means of access to justice in Australia. In *Campbells Cash and Carry Pty Ltd v Fostif Pty Ltd*, the High Court rejected the argument that litigation funding was an abuse of process. Kirby J remarked:

A litigation funder … does not invent the rights. It merely organizes those asserting such rights so that they can secure access to a court of justice that will rule on their entitlements one way or the other, according to law.

**C  Litigation Funding and PIEL**

While commercial litigation funders can contribute to access to justice in some instances, predominately in the area of bank fees, insurance and consumer protection, funders will not finance cases that cannot deliver some form of monetary reward. Civil enforcement or judicial review challenges by environmental litigants are likely to be overlooked by commercial funders because there is usually no ‘pot of gold’ at the end of the rainbow. In fact, the only PIEL cases likely to meet a commercial funder’s investment criteria are ‘toxic tort’ cases.

One of the more high-profile, privately-funded, toxic tort actions was the litigation brought by a community of Indigenous Ecuadorians against Chevron (‘the Lago Agrio case’). Labelled the longest running and largest scale transnational environmental litigation in history, the *Lago Agrio* case was to be funded to US$15 million by the world’s largest litigation funder, Burford Capital. But, in the PIEL funding space, the *Lago Agrio* case represents an outlier for so many reasons, not
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the least because there were significant pecuniary damages at stake. Burford Capital has even declared that the Chevron litigation was ‘outside its usual investment parameters’.

With the removal of government funding and the unlikelihood of commercial investment in PIEL, litigants will need to turn to novel ways of raising resources for their cause. The advent of social media (particularly Twitter and Facebook) has prompted new ways of connecting people to issues of public significance. In many areas of governance, including the environment, social media is being used not only to connect people with one another but to mobilise resources, launch campaigns and exert influence on both regulators and the regulatees. One way civil society is beginning to mobilise resources via social media is through online crowdfunding platforms. In the next part of the article, I examine civic crowdfunding, an emerging subset of crowdfunding. I explore the emerging literature and a case study to discuss whether civic crowdfunding might provide a viable means of solving some of the access to justice issues of PIEL participants.

IV CIVIC CROWDFUNDING, ACCESS TO JUSTICE AND PIEL

A The Emergence of Civic Crowdfunding

There are various definitions of ‘crowdfunding’ in the literature, but generally speaking, it can be described as the process of raising money from a diverse range of donors via online platforms. While an in-depth investigation of crowdfunding literature is outside the scope of this article, at its best, crowdfunding represents a ‘highly organized, accessible and scalable phenomenon’ with the potential to drive important technological and social advancements that would otherwise go unfunded. At its worst, crowdfunding could represent something of an unsupervised playground where fraud, corruption and misappropriation are allowed to flourish.

Civic crowdfunding is an emerging subset of crowdfunding that looks to provide a public service to communities. ‘Civic’ necessarily incorporates an element of ‘public good’, though this in itself is a heavily contested concept. Whereas crowdfunding is a multi-billion dollar market, at the
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time of writing, there were only a handful of initiatives that could be described as civic crowdfunding.64 ‘Spacehive’, a British based initiative which claims to be the world’s first crowdfunding website for civic projects, has successfully raised funds for community spaces, art performances and local gardens.65 In a recent interview, founder Chris Gourlay spoke about the possibilities that civic crowdfunding presents:

What crowd-funding does in the civic contest is give people an activist tool, because when people vote with their wallets for the kind of change that they want to see in their neighbourhood, they are able to build a head of steam behind their ideas, they are able to build a democratic gravitas behind their ideas which allows them to drive an idea forwards which would otherwise have been rattling around below the radar.66

Australia has already seen at least one major example of what could be described as civic crowdfunding. In 2013, the Climate Commission, an independent advisory body on climate change, was dismantled by the newly elected Australian government.67 Not long after, the organisation was re-launched through a crowdfunding initiative.68 The Climate Council, as it is now called, is said to be the product of Australia’s biggest ever crowdfunding initiative and has already raised an operating budget of $1 million.69 At the time of the Council’s launch, the Commonwealth Environment Minister remarked: ‘that’s the great thing about democracy, it’s a free country and it proves our point that the [climate] commission didn’t have to be a taxpayer funded body’.70

With the Minister’s comments on board, there appears to be no good reason, at least on the face of it, why civic crowdfunding cannot be used to finance access to justice issues in the same way as funds are mobilised for a school hall, community garden or even an organisation like the Climate Council. There is already at least one online initiative experimenting with raising legal costs for those in need. The Canadian website ‘JustAccess’71, for instance, allows the ‘crowd’ to pick the cases they want to support. After sufficient funds are raised for a case, litigants are able to choose
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their own lawyers.\textsuperscript{72} The Canadian start-up also has a way for dealing with false claims which could damage their integrity: ‘campaign creators’ never touch the funds; rather, JustAccess acts as an intermediary to ensure funds are spent ‘on legal costs and nothing else’.\textsuperscript{73}

In Australia, crowdfunding has also been used to finance legal costs in matters of public interest. Euthanasia advocate, Dr Philip Nitschke was suspended by the Medical Board of Australia for supporting a 45-year-old Australian man to take his own life.\textsuperscript{74} His legal appeal against the Board’s decision was reportedly crowdfunded in excess of $170 000.\textsuperscript{75} In another example, West Australian organic farmer Mr Steve Marsh crowdfunded a legal action against his neighbour, who cultivated genetically-modified crops that reportedly negatively impacted on the organic status of Mr Marsh’s property.\textsuperscript{76} The public interest behind both these cases is no doubt significant, as they relate to issues of ethics, human rights, intellectual property, ecology and human health.\textsuperscript{77}

Given the short history of crowdfunding, and even shorter history of civic crowdfunding, it is understandable that the relationship between crowdfunding and access to justice has received no significant academic attention. In the emerging civic crowdfunding literature, there has been a call for more ‘socially-grounded research’ into the ‘complexity of participant’s motivations’ for undertaking civic crowdfunding.\textsuperscript{78} This is needed, as Rodrigo Davies remarks, because it will help in moving crowdfunding ‘beyond the bounds of financial markets’.\textsuperscript{79} The literature is thus in need of examples which explore, in some detail, the potential of civic crowdfunding to deliver on the opportunities that it promises. Civic crowdfunding of PIEL represents something of a new landscape in this regard. The purpose of the case study that follows is to contribute to the development of that landscape.

\section*{B The Sea Dumping Case}

The Port of Abbot Point (‘Abbot Point’) is located 25-kilometres from the town of Bowen on Queensland’s mid-north coast. Abbot Point has been a major port in Queensland for over 30
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years,\textsuperscript{80} and in 2012/13 it oversaw the export of some 18 million tonnes of coal.\textsuperscript{81} Abbot Point is now earmarked to become one of the largest coal ports in the world but, controversially, is located directly adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park (‘Marine Park’).\textsuperscript{82} The push to expand Abbot Point’s capacity is to feed several major mining projects in the Galilee and Bowen Basins.\textsuperscript{83} To manage the expansion, the designated port authority, North Queensland Bulk Ports Corporation Limited (‘NQBP’)\textsuperscript{84} requires several government approvals. This case study focuses on one approval: the 31 January 2014 decision of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (‘GBRMPA’)\textsuperscript{85} to approve the dumping of three million cubic metres of dredged material (sand, silt and clay) into the Marine Park. The dumping site for the dredged material was approximately 25 kilometres north-east from Abbot Point within a ‘General Use Zone’ of the Marine Park.\textsuperscript{86} The Australian Marine Conservation Society (‘AMCS’), which opposes the expansion of Abbot Point, argued that fine sediment could in fact travel up to 80-kilometres from the dump site.\textsuperscript{87} One week after the dumping approval was given, community advocacy group GetUp established an online Reef Fighting Fund with the headline: ‘we’re taking it to court’.\textsuperscript{88} With the financial backing of GetUp members,\textsuperscript{89} the North Queensland Conservation Council Inc (‘NQCC’) lodged
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an application to review the dumping decision in the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (‘AAT’). NQCC was represented by the not-for-profit legal centre, the Environmental Defenders Office, Queensland (‘EDO Qld’). The basis of NQCC’s case was essentially that the decision-maker failed to comply with the requirements of law in approving the disposal of spoil. Specifically, NQCC argued that the dumping decision was inconsistent with the Protocol to the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter (‘London Protocol’) — an international agreement which requires the prevention, reduction and elimination of pollution caused by dumping of wastes or other matter at sea.

In June 2015, possibly as a result of the litigation and due to mounting international pressure over the management of the Marine Park, the Federal Government passed regulation 88RA of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Regulations 1983 (Cth) which prohibited the dumping of capital dredge spoil in the Marine Park. Subsequently, the AAT ordered the cancellation of the permit with the consent of the parties involved.

C Preliminary Observations

For the purposes of prompting further discussion, several broad observations can be made. First, the way in which the funds were raised for the Sea Dumping Case appears to represent a true crowdfunding initiative. One of the main distinctions between crowdfunding and other types of online donation methods is that, in crowdfunding, the individual donors have a ‘mutual awareness’ of each other throughout the campaign. This enables a greater sense of ‘collective energy’ and helps to break down the ‘pluralistic ignorance’ of donors. The Sea Dumping Case also seems to represent an ‘authentic example’ of crowdfunding, given it attracted over 16,000 donors, which is evidence of broad-based participation.
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Projects that claim popular ownership or consent but show limited evidence of it in terms of donation activity may be criticized justifiably as using the term crowdfunding as a gimmick rather than an indication of broad-based participation.  

Second, the case shows that civic crowdfunding can provide opportunities for civil society to raise significant capital for high-profile litigation within a very short period of time. For a group the size of NQCC, raising $150,000 purely for litigation would likely have either been out of reach or taken months, if not years, to raise. By that time, the 28-day period for challenging GBRMPA’s decision would have long passed. In this regard, it would appear necessary that the intermediary raising the funds (in this case, GetUp) would need to have access to a broad member base which is reasonably well-informed on the issue being litigated.

Third, the significance of the legal issues in the *Sea Dumping Case* seem to be consistent with the literature on litigation funding, insofar as third party funders (in whatever form they come) are more likely to pursue litigation with high precedent value. This is not the first time NQCC have used the courts to raise awareness about environmental issues. In the late 1990s, NQCC instituted a judicial review action in the Supreme Court of Queensland in respect of a government decision to develop a harbour on Magnetic Island. That case had important implications for the question of third party standing in judicial review applications and has since been cited in several subsequent decisions. By a similar token, although the *Sea Dumping Case* was eventually settled, the litigation presented an important test of the principles of the London Protocol in an Australian context for the first time. The legal construction of the Protocol and its relevance to coastal development is likely to be a particularly significant issue in the near future given the increased intensity of dredging and (disposal) projects currently planned for Australia’s ports.

Fourth, the case seems to show that civic crowdfunding of public interest litigation can avoid the ‘ethical arguments’ that commercial litigation funders tend to face. In litigation like the *Sea Dumping Case*, there is likely to be no ‘pot of gold’ at the end of the rainbow, thereby alleviating any concerns that crowd funders might be chasing a pecuniary end or that there might be a conflict of interest with either the litigant or the lawyers in the case.

Finally, the *Sea Dumping Case* illustrates that civic crowdfunding has a unique capacity to capture the views (or rather, the frustrations) of thousands of ordinary people in a highly targeted way. Recent arguments that dredging and dumping have relatively minor impacts on the already
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103 At the time of writing, the Port of Townsville Expansion Project, for instance, requires dredging to extend the existing shipping channels, and the disposal of over 5 million cubic metres of material inside the World Heritage Area and at the boundary of the Marine Park. Further, the Gladstone Port Channel Duplication Project involves 12 million cubic metres of dredging with dredged sediment to be disposed of inside the Marine Park. See Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, *Current Proposals under Assessment* <http://www.gbrmpa.gov.au/about-us/consultation/current-proposals-under-assessment>.
declining health of the Great Barrier Reef overlook the significance of this point. In addition to raising compelling legal issues, the Sea Dumping Case has allowed thousands of people to publicly voice their concern about successive government failures to halt the decline of Australia’s World Heritage icon. This observation aligns closely with civic crowdfunder Chris Gourlay’s words:

I think if you think about the way that we get things done in this environment, you know, it’s quite a top-down relationship that we have between the powers that be, if you like, that shape the civic environments, and ordinary people. It’s quite hard for ordinary people to influence what happens. You never really get consulted at on [sic] other people’s plans. You might be able to sign a petition here and there or raise your hand at a Town Hall meeting but it’s not a very satisfactory form of engagement for a lot of people.

V CONCLUSION

A Areas of Further Research

The observations from the Sea Dumping Case are only preliminary and further research is needed to develop this area. Three key areas of further research seem apparent. First, the regulation of civic crowdfunding and its relationship with litigation funding needs attention. The legal frameworks for both litigation funding and crowdfunding were recently examined in Australia, albeit in separate contexts. This article has deliberately avoided that debate, but raising funds online for litigation is no doubt likely to throw up interesting issues for regulators. Establishing the extent of the regulatory link between litigation funding and crowdfunding would illuminate the opportunities and challenges for civic crowdfunding and PIEL participants.

Second, while the $150 000 raised for the Sea Dumping Case represents a clear vote of confidence in NQCC, EDO Qld and GetUp, it is likely that ‘lower profile’ cases, which do not, for example, concern a World Heritage area like the Great Barrier Reef, will struggle to garner enough support to proceed with the litigation. Research has shown that the vast majority of crowdfunded projects which fail do so at the early stages and at the lower levels of funding. The potential ‘scalability’
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of civic crowdfunding as a means of financing public interest litigation is thus in need of further research. It might be, for instance, that the *Sea Dumping Case* represents an anomaly in the relationship between civic crowdfunding and access to justice. Examining other examples of crowdfunding access to justice issues would provide a valuable contribution to this area.

Lastly, it is possible that an increase in the use of private initiatives like crowdfunding may allow governments to excuse themselves from providing further funding for public interest legal services. The legal expenses in the *Sea Dumping Case* were raised in the aftermath of the federal government’s decision to withdraw funding from specialist community legal centres like the EDO. The question arises whether governments in the future might choose to lean on the ‘successes’ of civic fundraising initiatives like the *Sea Dumping Case* to further sidestep their obligations to fund public interest services. This raises a further question which this paper did not explore: what types of legal services and what areas of law should governments be funding? Further research could explore this question and examine the ongoing tension between private-public support for financing PIEL.

**B Concluding Remarks**

Public interest litigants have a valuable role to play in protecting our environment and upholding the rule of law. However, funding for public interest environmental litigation is at a cross roads. Ongoing government funding is unreliable, or, worse still, possibly a thing of the past; and while commercial funders can provide access to justice in some instances, they will not finance cases without the potential for significant financial return. What the *Sea Dumping Case* shows is that civic crowdfunding can provide a cost-effective and highly practical form of public engagement in legal processes. It appears to have allowed a new generation of Australians, the next generation of public interest litigants perhaps, to connect directly with government decisions which impact our environment. This is a unique aspect of civic crowdfunding which cannot be overlooked. After all, crowdfunding is an inherently social activity, and civic crowdfunding, all the more so. Nevertheless, the conclusions in this article are preliminary. Further research is needed, particularly into aspects of regulation and scalability, to determine if civic crowdfunding is a truly viable means of financing access to justice in environmental matters.
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